
Experience Oz + NZ is Australia’s #1 website for ‘things to do’ across Australia and New Zealand. With an
extensive catalogue covering over 3000 tours, attractions and activities spread over 50 regions; Experience
Oz + NZ serves as a reputable booking agent for domestic and international travellers. In conjunction with
the booking site, our integrated news site, news.experienceoz.com.au, publishes travel advice, tips and tricks,
reviews and articles in relation to getting the best out of travelling in Australia & New Zealand.

The company reaches customers in a number of ways, including our core website, integrated news site, large
email network, and various social media channels. Experience Oz + NZ is now seen as a web travel authority,
outranking various large international travel sites such as TripAdvisor for most region-focussed searches on
‘things to do’ around Australia.

The website is supported by multiple social media channels with an accumulated following of tens of
thousands. Posts across these channels garner a significant amount of organic reach that is then extended
via additional paid promotions and the ever-growing email database. This ensures a great reach for all posts,
products and articles shared onto our sites.
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WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU

Tourism Organisations to collaborate on detailed “Region 
Feature Weeks”, with an in-depth focus on highlighting 
a specific region of Australia or New Zealand. These 
include:

•  An Experience Oz + NZ digital/content specialist  
 visiting your region to document its highlights
•  Multiple content articles showcasing top regional  
 travel product/experiences
•  Social posts across all our channels with RTO/  
 other participating organisations tagged in
•  Email campaign dedicated solely to your region
•  Dedicated global advertising space which can be  
 linked to a URL of your choosing

These campaigns are conducted as a collaborative effort 
between Experience Oz + NZ and the featured RTO to 
extend their brands to additional readers including a 
wide network of international followers in key markets 
such as Singapore, Malaysia, Europe, and Hong Kong as 
well as domestically. Each feature week comprises of a 
range of unique articles, imagery, deals for experiences 
in the area and more, shared over our available channels 
with paid promotion by Experience Oz + NZ to ensure 
the reach is as large as possible.

Past feature weeks have such features as the Top 
10 Things to Do, Top Activities for Kids, Suggested 
Itineraries, and various other in-demand articles. In 
addition to content collaborations, our new websites 
can accommodate banner advertising to further push 
your region. With a handful of spaces available on our 
websites, we can accommodate visual prompts for our 
visitors to engage with your region further.

FACTS & FIGURES

1,400+
@experienceoz

35,000+
facebook.com/experienceoz

2,400+
@experience_oz

70%

30%

Average Customer Age

28–45yrs

100,000+
Email Subscribers

68%    Australia
6.1%   Singapore
5.8%   USA
4.6%   UK

3.2%   Malaysia
2.3%   New Zealand
1.2%   Japan
1.1%   Hong Kong

Web Traffic: approx. 400,000+ unique visits 
per month (higher in peak periods)



PAST CAMPAIGNS

The Ultimate Bucket List  •  Australia/New Zealand Top 10 Destinations to Experience

The Ultimate Great Barrier Reef Guide  •  Australia’s Ultimate Internship  •  Australia’s Most Epic Walks

FEATURED IN

VALUE SUMMARY

These Region Feature Weeks have proven highly mutually beneficial in the past - if you’re interested in 
collaborating with us, here’s a summary of what’s included:

•  Minimum of 3 posts on each social channel (Facebook, Instagram & Twitter)
•  Additional paid promotion on Facebook and Instagram (utilising both Experience Oz + RTO   
 contributions)
•  1 Region-Dedicated EDM (to 100,000+ subscribers)
•  Unique, valuable content articles produced by our dedicated digital content team
•  A range of banner ads for promotion of the Region Feature Week throughout our site which can be  
 provided by the RTO to fit their branding

Supplementary media such as imagery, video and rich media can be provided by the RTO to help brand 
consistency and to add additional reader engagement.

CONTACT US

Matt Hobbs
Marketing Manager

matt@experienceoz.com.au

Kenzi Osborne
Digital Marketing Specialist
kenzi@experienceoz.com.au

Brittney Deguara
Digital Marketing Specialist

brittney@experienceoz.com.au

Experience Oz + NZ is dedicated to showcasing the best of the top major and regional destinations of 
Australia and New Zealand, helping augment the function of RTO’s by extending their reach and pushing 
their region to a higher presence of mind. In order to maximise this, we anticipate the following cost vs. value 
proposition*.

*Please note that statistics are based on past campaigns.

Marketing Support Cost: $5,000 (50% of this is used to further reinvest in marketing the campaign and 
extending its reach.)

ESTIMATED VALUE

• EDM: $5,000
•  Banners: $3,000
• Social: $5,000
•  Content: $3,000

Approx. overall value: $16,000

If you would like to collaborate with Experience Oz for a regional campaign such as Region Feature Week or 
would like to propose another idea please contact Experience Oz + NZ Marketing Manager Matt Hobbs at 
matt@experienceoz.com.au.

WORK WITH US!


